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- **Lima: Another Way Of Spinning Up Simple, Integrated Linux VMs on macOS - Phoronix** [2]

  Making some rounds this weekend is the "Lima" project. No, not to be confused with the open-source Arm Mali reverse-engineered project of the same name, but rather an effort to be like an unofficial "macOS subsystem for Linux."

- **Cloudflare's new authentication system aims to eliminate CAPTCHA from Internet** [3]

  The system is called Cryptographic Attestation of Personhood and it will be able to authenticate logins to websites by using physical USB keys

- **Viber ? An extraordinary instant messaging application for Linux** [4] [Ed: This is proprietary software and it does not respect your privacy (except, perhaps, compared to GAFAM). Viber is so dumb that, like many other applications of its kind, it
refuses to work unless you carry around a tracking devices known as a mobile 'phone'. These restrictions may not matter to Viber users regardless. They're spied on.

In this article, I review Viber application and its features and show you how to install and set it up on Linux.

Viber is a free, secure and cross-platform instant messaging application. It comes with a plethora of features that I for sure in love with and hope you will like them too. It is fairly easier to use, in fact, 97% of smartphones in Ukraine usages Viber so you can see it is insanely popular there. Just like Whatsapp in here.


it sounds crazy but? as machines as cars and tractors become more complicated and computerized

not only are their parts DELIBERATELY designed to break after a certain time (planned obsolescence) (in order to sell more spare parts, make more profit)

no, the manufacturers DELIBERATELY try to limit the ability of users to diagnose & self-repair their systems (in order to make more profit).

This translates into Linus complaining, that NVIDIA won?t release any details about their hardware or cooperate with the Open Source community in order to get their hardware up and running under GNU Linux, which lead to Linus ?FUCK YOU NVIDIA? statement.
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